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Abstract
Let C be a connected graph with vertex set V, adjacency matrix A, positive eigenvector
 and corresponding eigenvalue 0. A natural generalization of distance-regularity around a
vertex subset C  V , which makes sense even with non-regular graphs, is studied. This new
concept is called pseudo-distance-regularity, and its definition is based on giving to each vertex
u 2 V a weight which equals the corresponding entry u of  and “regularizes” the graph.
This approach reveals a kind of central symmetry which, in fact, is an inherent property of all
kinds of distance-regularity, because of the distance partition of V they come from. We come
across such a concept via an orthogonal sequence of polynomials, constructed from the “local
spectrum” of C, called the adjacency polynomials because their definition strongly relies on
the adjacency matrix A. In particular, it is shown that C is “tight” (that is, the corresponding
adjacency polynomials attain their maxima at 0) if and only if C is pseudo-distance-regular
around C. As an application, some new spectral characterizations of distance-regularity around
a set and completely regular codes are given. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Distance-regularity of graphs is one of the most important concepts in combin-
atorics, and also has important connections to other subjects, such as design the-
ory, coding theory, geometry and group theory. For a comprehensive treatment of
distance-regular graphs, we refer the reader to the textbook of Brouwer et al. [4].
Some other standard references on the subject are also Bannai and Ito [2], Biggs [3],
Cvetkovic´ and Sachs [9], and Godsil [24]. Thus, because of such a relevance, it is not
surprising that a number of generalizations of distance-regularity have been proposed
in the literature by different authors. See, for instance, Delsarte [14], Hilano and
Nomura [27], Weichsel [41], and Yebra and the authors [18,21,23]. In particular, the
concept of distance-regularity around a vertex set (of a regular graph) has much to do
with the study of certain codes, which are referred to as “completely-regular codes”.
Since their introduction in Delsarte’s thesis [14], these structures have deserved
special attention by different authors, such as Courteau and Montpetit [7], Godsil
[24], Martin [29], and Neumaier [32], among others. In this work we also study a
kind of distance-regularity around a set, but applied to general graphs, not only to
those which are regular. The study is mainly based on three facts. The first one is to
use the positive eigenvector for the largest eigenvalue to regularize the graph. This
approach has been already used by Yebra and the authors to derive bounds on some
distance-related parameters of C, such as the diameter and the independence number,
in terms of its spectrum [15–17,19,22] (following the work of several authors, such
as Alon and Milman [1], Chung et. al. [5,6], Van Dam and Haemers [10,11], Delorme
et. al. [12,13], Mohar [31], Quenell [34], and Sarnak [35]), and also to study pseudo-
distance-regularity around a vertex [18,21]. The second fact is to consider the local
spectrum of a vertex subset of the graph, which locally plays a role similar to the
standard spectrum of the graph. This shows to be a key concept for developing
our algebraic theory of distance-regularity. Finally, the third fact is to employ the
properties of some new sequences of orthogonal polynomials (of a discrete variable)
to obtain combinatorial properties of pseudo-distance-regularity. One of the main
advantages of our approach is that it reveals a kind of central symmetry, which is
inherent to all kinds of distance-regularity (because of the linear distribution diagram
induced by the distance partition of the vertex set). As a result of the study, some new
spectral characterizations of distance-regularity around a set and completely regular
codes are obtained.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the so-called local
spectrum of a vertex set, and derive some of their basic properties. As mentioned
above, our study also uses some results about orthogonal polynomials of a discrete
variable, which is the topic of Section 3. A basic orthogonal system of polynomials
is constituted by the so-called C-local adjacency polynomials, where C  V . They
are defined with respect to a discrete scalar product on the mesh of local eigenvalues
of C and measure (or “weight”) function given by the corresponding local multipli-
cities. These polynomials are studied in detail in Section 4. Special interest is paid, in
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Section 5, to the case when such polynomials attain their maximum possible values
at 0. This is because such a situation induces a high level of structure to the graph,
as shown in Sections 5 and 6. In fact, this structure, introduced in Section 6, shows to
be a kind of distance-regularity around the considered vertex set, and generalizes the
concept of completely regular code. Section 6 is then devoted to the study of such
structure and its relation with the adjacency polynomials. As a main result, a spectral
characterization of pseudo-distance regularity around a vertex set is given.
2. The local spectrum of a vertex set
As mentioned in the introduction, the fundamental algebraic concept for our study
of a graph “seen” from a vertex set C is the C-local spectrum. This section is devoted
to introduce such a concept and derive some of the basic results involving it. Before
going into the details, we shall first recall some (algebraic) graph theory notation and
terminology.
Let C D .V ;E/ be a (simple finite connected) graph with n vertices and diameter
D. Let A be the adjacency matrix of C, with maximum eigenvalue 0, and positive
eigenvector , normalized to have smallest entry 1. Otherwise stated, we will sup-
pose that matrices and vectors are indexed by the vertices of C. Thus, for instance,
the above condition on  reads minu2V u D 1. We will use the weight function
 V P.V /! Rn defined by U VDPu2U ueu if U =D ;, where eu is the uth unit
vector, and ; VD 0. (When C is regular we have  D j, the all-1 vector, and then
U is just the characteristic vector of U.) With this definition, note that
V D ; kUk2 C k.V n U/k2 D kk2 and kUk2 > jU j:
Note also that this corresponds to assigning some weights to the vertices of C, in
such a way that it becomes “regularized” since the average weight degree .u/ of
each vertex u becomes a constant:
.u/ VD 1
u
X
v2C.u/
v D 0; (1)
where C.u/ is the set of vertices adjacent to u. The spectrum of (the adjacency matrix
of) a graph C is denoted by sp C VD fm00 ; m11 ; : : : ; mdd g, where the superscripts
represent multiplicities. Note that, since C is connected, the matrix A is irreducible
and hencem0 D 1. The mesh of distinct eigenvalues of C will be denoted by ev C VD
f0 > 1 >    > d g. We will assume that C is not trivial. Hence, d > 1, 0 >
0, and −0 6 d < 0, see for instance Biggs [3]. As usual, we consider A as an
endomorphism of Rn. The adjacency (or Bose-Mesner) algebra of A, denoted by
A.A/, is the algebra of all the matrices which are polynomials in A. A polynomial
p, belonging to the vector space RkTxU of real polynomials with degree at most k,
will operate on Rn by the rule pw VD p.A/w, and the matrix is not specified unless
some confusion may arise. Moreover, when w D U for some U  V , and since
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there is no possible ambiguity, we will simply write pU VD p.A/U , instead of
p.U/ VD p.A/.U/.
Let C D .V ;E/ be a graph as above. Given a non-empty set C  V , let us con-
sider the spectral decomposition of the unit vector eC VD 1kCkC (which can be
thought of as a weight characteristic vector of C):
eC D
dX
iD0
EieC;
where Ei is the idempotent matrix representing the orthogonal projections onto the
eigenspace E.i/ corresponding to i . Then, we call
mC.i/ VD kEieCk2 .0 6 i 6 d/
the C-local multiplicity of i . Now, let evC VD f0.D 0/ > 1 >    > dC g.dC6
d/ be the set of eigenvalues such that the projection onto E.l/ is non-null, that is
mC.l/ =D 0, 0 6 l 6 dC , and introduce the C-local spectrum of C or, simply, local
spectrum of C as
spC VD
n

mC.0/
0 ; 
mC.1/
1 ; : : : ; 
mC.dC /
dC
o
: (2)
Notice that, since eC is a unit vector, we have
PdC
lD0mC.l/ D 1. Moreover, from
eC D 1kCk
 
hC; i
kk2  C
dX
iD1
EiC
!
D 1kCk
X
u2C
u
u
kk2  C z
D kCkkk2  C z; (3)
where z VD 1kCk
Pd
iD1 EiC 2 ?, we get that the C-local multiplicity of 0 is
mC.0/ D kCk
2
kk2 : (4)
Hence we have mC.0/ D 1 iff C D V , in which case dC D 0 and spV D f10g.
Consequently, in order to avoid trivial situations we will suppose from now on that
C =D V .
The term “local multiplicity” was introduced in [21] when C consists of a single
vertex C D fug, and it was shown that, in this case, Pu2V mu.i/ D mi . Also, the
u-local multiplicities are, in fact, the values at i of the measure function defined by
Terwilliger [40].
The set of vertices at distance not greater than k from (some vertex of) C, Nk.C/
VD fv 2 V V o.v; C/ 6 kg will be simply denoted by Nk . For instance, N0 D C. The
eccentricity of C is defined as "C VD maxfo.v; C/ V v 2 V g, so thatN"C D V . Notice
that this definition generalizes the standard notion of eccentricity of a vertex. Note
also that, in coding theory, "C corresponds to the covering radius of the code C, and,
when C is regular, dC coincides with the so-called dual degree of the code. Thus, the
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following lemma generalizes for general graphs a result of Delsarte [14] intended for
distance-regular graphs (see also [24, Corollary 11.6.3]).
Lemma 2.1. For a given graph C D .V ;E/; let C  V be a set with eccentricity
"C and dC C 1 distinct local eigenvalues. Then; "C 6 dC .
Proof. If there exists a vertex v such that o.v; C/ > dC , then .Ak/uv D hxkeu; evi D
0, for all u 2 C and k D 0; 1; : : : ; dC . Therefore, hpev; eCi D 0 for every polyno-
mial p with 0 6 dgrp 6 dC . But the polynomial  DQdClD0.x − l/, with degree
dC C 1, annihilates eC . Consequently, hpev; eCi D 0 for every polynomialp 2 RTxU,
contradicting that C is connected. 
Lemma 2.1 suggests to consider the case "C D dC , that is when there is some
vertex at distance dC from C. In this case we will refer to C as an extremal set of
vertices. Notice that C is extremal if and only if
jCj D jN0j < jN1j <    < jNdC−1j < jNdC j D jV j: (5)
Given C  V , the antipodal set of C, denoted by C, is the set of vertices at
maximum distance "C from C. The extremal character of C is then equivalent to
state that o.C;C/ D dC .
Let us consider the following polynomial
HC VD kk
2
0kCk2
dCY
lD1
.x − l/ (6)
where0 VD 0.0/ DQdClD1.0 − l/, and henceHC.0/ D kk2=kCk2. We claim
that HC is the unique polynomial of degree at most dC which satisfies
HCC D  (7)
and so, inspired by Hoffman [28], we call it the Hoffman-like polynomial of C.
Indeed, by using (3) we get
HCeC D HC
kCk
kk2  C z

D kCkkk2 HC.0/ D
1
kCk
and (7) follows. To prove uniqueness, assume that there exist two polynomials P;Q
of degree at most dC , such that PC D QC. Thus,RC D 0 with R D P −Q and
dgrR 6 dC . Then, from kReCk2 D 0 and eC DPdClD0 EleC (where now El stands
for the projection onto the eigenspace E.l/) we get*
dCX
lD0
R.l/EleC;
dCX
lD0
R.l/EleC
+
D
dCX
lD0
R2.l/kEleCk2
D
dCX
lD0
R2.l/mC.l/D 0:
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Hence,R.l/ D 0 for any 0 6 l 6 dC (sincemC.l/ > 0) and, therefore,R D 0.
Notice that Lemma 2.1 can be seen now as a consequence of (7) since, for any
vertex u 2 V , .HCC/u D u > 0 implies o.C; u/ 6 dgrHC D dC .
Let C be a graph with adjacency matrix A, and let C be a vertex subset with
eccentricity " (from now on we delete the subindex). Consider the distance partition
induced by C, namely V D C0 [ C1 [    [ C", whereC0 VD C andCk VD Ck.C/ D
Nk n Nk−1, 1 6 k 6 ". Then, the vectors Ck , 0 6 k 6 ", will be referred to as the
(weight) distance(-k) vectors of C. In this paper we will be interested in the case
when such vectors can be expressed in the form Ck D pkC, where pk is some
polynomial with dgrpk 6 dC . In fact, if such a polynomial exists, it is unique and
has degree exactly k, as the next result shows.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a vertex set with eccentricity ". Then, for each k D 0; 1; : : : ; ";
there is at most one polynomial pCk 2 R"TxU such that pCk C D Ck . Furthermore;
dgrpCk D k.
Proof. The uniqueness of pCk , if any, is proved as that of HC . Moreover, let k0 D
dgrpCk 6 ". Then, .pCk C/u D .Ck/u D u > 0 for every u 2 Ck implies k0 > k,
and if k D " we are done. Moreover, if k < " and k0 > k, we would have .pCk C/v =D
0 for all v 2 Ck0 , contradicting the definition of the distance vector Ck . 
The polynomial pCk will be referred to as the distance(-k) polynomial of C. The
next result provides a sufficient condition, in terms of the existence of all such
polynomials, for C to be extremal.
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a vertex subset of a graph C; with eccentricity ". If all the
distance polynomials fpCk g06k6" exist; then C is extremal.
Proof. Under the hypothesis, we have
P"
kD0 pCk C D
P"
kD0 Ck D  so that, from
the uniqueness ofHC , it must be
P"
kD0 pCk D HC , and hence " D dgrHC D dC . 
3. Orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable
In this section we study some general results concerning orthogonal polynomi-
als of a discrete variable, which will be applied in our study of pseudo-distance-
regularity around a set.
LetM VD fx0 > x1 >    > xdg be a mesh of real numbers, and consider a weight
function  over M,  VM −! RC, with l VD .xl/, 0 6 l 6 d . We will say that
 is normalized whenever 0 C 1 C    C d D 1. Each real function on M can be
represented by a unique polynomial of degree at most d. For our study, it will be
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more useful to identify the algebra of real functions defined on M with the quotient
ring RTxU=I, where I is the ideal generated by the polynomial  DQdlD0.x − xl/.
As usual, each equivalence class will be represented by its unique element with
degree at most d, that is, its canonic representative. We will keep for the classes the
notion of degree, which will coincide with the degree of its corresponding canonic
representative.
Corresponding to the pair .M; /, we can define a scalar product in RTxU=I, as
hf; gi VD
dX
lD0
lf .xl/g.xl/; (8)
which is clearly well-defined and has, as associated norm, kf k D phf; f i. An or-
thogonal system, with respect to such a product, is a sequence p0; p1; : : : ; pd , of
orthogonal polynomials satisfying dgrpk D k, 0 6 k 6 d . It is well-known that the
members of every orthogonal system satisfy a three-term recurrence of the form
xp0 D a0p0 C c1p1;
xpk D bk−1pk−1 C akpk C ckC1pkC1 .1 6 k 6 d − 1/; (9)
xpd D bd−1pd−1 C adpd;
initiated with p0 any non-zero constant and where bk−1, ak and ckC1 are the Fourier
coefficients of xpk in terms of pk−1, pk , and pkC1 respectively, so that
kpkk2ckDkpkk2 hxpk−1; pkikpkk2 D
hpk−1; xpki
kpk−1k2 kpk−1k
2
Dbk−1kpk−1k2 .1 6 k 6 d/: (10)
(In order to simplify some further computations, we will extend (9) to the range
0 6 k 6 d with the convention b−1 D cdC1 D 0.) Such coefficients can be arranged
as the entries of the following 3 .d C 1/ matrix:
M.M; / VD
0@ 0 c1    cd−1 cda0 a1    ad−1 ad
b0 b1    bd−1 0
1A (11)
which we call the recurrence matrix of the orthogonal system and where, in order
to make some expressions uniform, we have introduced the symbols c0 D bd D 0.
Notice that, since dgrpk D k, the coefficients c1; : : : ; cd are non-null. We also recall
that every polynomial of an orthogonal sequence completely factorizes in the open
interval .xd; x0/.
3.1. The proper polynomials
In this section, and in the following one, we introduce two particular orthogonal
systems, whose recurrence matrices differ only by a central symmetry. We will see
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later that, within some extremal conditions, the members of such systems turn out to
be distance polynomials.
Proposition 3.1. Let p0; p1; : : : ; pd be an orthogonal system with normalized
weight function. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) ak C bk C ck D x0 .0 6 k 6 d/I
(b) kpkk2 D pk.x0/p0.x0/ .0 6 k 6 d/.
Proof. Assume that (a) holds. Note first that (b) trivially holds for p−1 D 0 and
p0 D  (a constant) since kp0k2 DPdlD0 l2 D 2 D p20.x0/. By induction, as-
sume that the result is true for p−1; p0; : : : ; pk . Then, evaluating (9) at x0 and
multiplying by p0, we get
x0kpkk2 D bk−1kpk−1k2 C akkpkk2 C ckC1pkC1.x0/p0 (12)
whence, using (10),
pkC1.x0/p0 D .x0 − ck − ak/kpkk
2
ckC1
D bk
ckC1
kpkk2 D kpkC1k2
and we prove (b). Similarly, if (b) holds, then (12) with pkC1.x0/p0 D kpkC1k2 and
(10) yield .x0 − ak − bk − ck/kpkk2 D 0, whence (a) follows. 
Given a scalar product as in (8), it is easy to show (by using an orthonormal
system) that there exists a unique orthogonal system p0; p1; : : : ; pd which satis-
fies kpkk2 D pk.x0/ for any k D 0; 1; : : : ; d . Hence, if the weight function  is
normalized, Proposition 3.1 leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let .M; / be a pair with normalized weight function . Then;
there exists a unique orthogonal system p0; p1; : : : ; pd; characterized by any of the
following conditions:
(a) p0 D 1 and ak C bk C ck D x0 .0 6 k 6 d/;
(b) kpkk2 D pk.x0/ .0 6 k 6 d/.
The unique orthogonal system characterized in Corollary 3.2, and its polynomials,
will be called proper. Its recurrence matrix will be denoted by M.M; /. Moreover,
such a system satisfies the two following properties.
Proposition 3.3. Let fpkg06k6d be a proper orthogonal system. Then the following
holdV
(a) The product kkpd.xk/ is constant over k; and so
kkpd.xk/ D 00pd.x0/ .1 6 k 6 d/ (13)
where k VD 0.xk/ DQdlD0;l =Dk.xk − xl/I
(b) The value at x0 of the highest degree polynomial is
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pd.x0/ D 1=
2
0
2
0Pd
lD0.1=l2l /
, (14)
where l D .−1/ll D j0.xl/j.
Proof. (a) Let us consider the polynomials Zk D
Qd
hD1.h =Dk/.x − xh/, 1 6 k 6 d ,
so that Zk .x0/ D 0=.x0 − xk/ and Zk .xk/ D k=.xk − x0/. Hence, since dgrZk D
d − 1,
0 D hpd;Zk iD0pd.x0/Zk .x0/C kpd.xk/Zk .xk/
D0pd.x0/0
x0 − xk − k
pd.xk/k
x0 − xk
and (13) follows.
(b) Using the property pd.x0/ D kpdk2, and the fact that, from (13), pd.xk/ D
00pd.x0/=kk for any 0 6 k 6 d , we get
pd.x0/ D p2d.x0/
dX
kD0
k

00
kk
2
D p2d .x0/
dX
kD0
20
2
0
k
2
k
which yields (14). 
Proposition 3.3(a) can also be seen as a consequence of the Darboux–Christoffel
formula in the theory of orthogonal polynomials, see for instance [33].
3.2. The conjugate polynomials
Let us consider again the proper orthogonal system fpkg06h6d . Notice that pd.xl/
=D 0 for any 0 6 l 6 d since, otherwise, backwards application of recurrence (9)
from pd.xl/ D 0 would give the contradiction pk.xl/ D 0 for any k 6 d . In other
words, pd is relatively prime with the generating polynomial  of the ideal I and,
therefore, it has inverse in the ring RTxU=I, say pd VD p−1d . By using pd we can now
define a new sequence of polynomials fpkg, called the conjugate polynomials of the
fpkg, as
pk VD pd−kpd .0 6 k 6 d/: (15)
From its definition, the polynomials fpkg are clearly orthogonal with respect to the
scalar product
hf ; gi VD
dX
lD0
lp
2
d .xl/
pd.x0/
f .xl/g.xl/ (16)
with normalized weight function
 VD 1
pd.x0/
p2d (17)
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since
dX
lD0
l D
1
pd.x0/
dX
lD0
lp
2
d .xl/ D
1
pd.x0/
kpdk2 D 1:
Moreover, using the norms associated to (16) and (8), respectively,
kpkk2 D
kpd−kk2
pd.x0/
D pd−k.x0/pd.x0/ D pk.x0/
so that the polynomials fpkg satisfy also Corollary 3.2. To show that they are indeed
a proper orthogonal system, it remains to prove that dgrpk D k for every 0 6 k 6 d .
With this aim, we write the recurrence (9), satisfied by the polynomials fpkg, in the
form
xpd−k D cd−kC1pd−kC1 C ad−kpd−k C bd−k−1pd−k−1 .0 6 k 6 d/
and multiply by pd (recall that the computations are carried out in RTxU=I). Then,
we get that the polynomials fpkg satisfy the recurrence
xpk D bk−1pk−1 C akpk C ckC1pkC1 .0 6 k 6 d/ (18)
starting from p−1 D 0 and p0 D 1, and where we have redenoted the multiplicat-
ive constants as bk−1 D cd−kC1, ak D ad−k, and ckC1 D bd−k−1. Therefore, since
dgrp0 D 0, we have that dgrpk D k for any 0 6 k 6 d . Notice that the recurrence
matrix of the new orthogonal system is now
M.M; / D
0@ 0 bd−1    b1 b0ad ad−1    a1 a0
cd cd−1    c1 0
1A (19)
which corresponds, looking at the “geometry of the matrices”, to going from
M.M; / to M.M; / by a central symmetry. Note also that, clearly, pk D pk .
3.3. The maximal polynomials
Now we introduce another system of orthogonal polynomials, which will be a
main tool in our study of graphs. Let us consider the pair .M; / with normalized 
and corresponding scalar product (8). Then we say that the polynomials fQkg06k6d
constitute an x0-maximal system when they fulfill the following conditions:
(a) Qk 2 RkTxU (using the canonic representative);
(b) kQkk D 1;
(c) Qk.x0/ D supfT .x0/ V T 2 RkTxU; kT k D 1g.
Proposition 3.4. For any given .M; / with normalized ; there exists a unique
x0-maximal system characterized by
Qk D 1p
qk.x0/
qk .0 6 k 6 d/
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where qk DPklD0 pl and fpkg06k6d is the proper orthogonal system corresponding
to .M; /.
Proof. For any 0 6 k 6 d , let Qk DPkjD0 jpj . Then the values of j are the
solution of the following constrained optimization problem:
 maximize f .0; 1; : : : ; k/ DPkjD0 pj .x0/j ;
 subject toPkjD0 pj .x0/2j D kQkk2 D 1,
whose solution is j D
Pk
lD0 pl.x0/
−1=2
for any j D 0; 1; : : : ; k. Introducing the
polynomials qk DPklD0 pl , 0 6 k 6 d , the result follows. 
The orthogonality of the polynomials fpkg imply that the polynomials fqkg satisfy
the same property, namely
kqkk2 D
kX
lD0
kplk2 D
kX
lD0
pl.x0/ D qk.x0/: (20)
The polynomials Q0 and Qd admit simple explicit expressions. We only need to
consider that the maximitzation of Qd.x0/, restricted to
Pd
lD0 lQ2d .xl/ D 1, imply
Qd.xl/ D 0 for any l D 1; : : : ; d . Then,
Q0 D 1; Qd D 1p
00
dY
lD1
.x − xl/I
Q0.x0/ D 1; Qd.x0/ D 1p
0
: (21)
Since, by Proposition 3.4, qk D Qk.x0/Qk , the above equalities become
q0 D 1; qd D 1
00
dY
lD1
.x − xl/I q0.x0/ D 1; qd.x0/ D 1
0
: (22)
4. The adjacency polynomials of a vertex set
Given a graph C D .V ;E/, let us consider a (non-empty) vertex subset C  V .
Let M be the mesh of C-local eigenvalues, evC, with respective local multipli-
cities mC.l/, 0 6 l 6 dC . Now consider a scalar product with weight function
l D mC.l/ which, from the definition of the local multiplicities, is normalized.
Moreover, by (4) we now have 0 D mC.0/ D kCk2=kk2. In what follows, we
identify the pair .M; / of the preceding section with the C-local spectrum spC
from which such a pair derives. To simplify the notation, we will henceforth de-
lete the sub- or super-script C from the local multiplicities, polynomials, and some
other parameters associated to such a set C. When afterwards we use another set
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C, the corresponding concepts referred to C will be also overlined. Now the scalar
product in RTxU=I, where I is the ideal of RTxU generated by the polynomial
 DQdlD0.x − l/, is
hf; giC VD
dX
lD0
m.l/f .l/g.l/ (23)
and its corresponding induced norm will be denoted by kf kC . Note that the relation
between this product and the (standard) Euclidean product is
hf eC; geCi D
*
dX
lD0
f .l/EleC;
dX
lD0
g.l/EleC
+
D
dX
lD0
m.l/f .l/g.l/ D hf; giC; (24)
and, in particular, the relation between the corresponding norms is
kf eCk D kf kC .f 2 Rd TxU/: (25)
For each k D 0; 1; : : : ; d , the unit ball BCk D fp 2 RkTxU V kpkC 6 1g is a compact
set in the normed space .Rd TxU; k  kC/. Then, the linear function p 7! p.0/ attains
a maximum in eachBCk at some polynomialQ
C
k , with kQCk kC D 1, that we call the
(C-local k-)adjacency polynomial. When C consists of a single vertex u, the fug-
local adjacency polynomials were studied in [18]. The following results, for general
C, were given there in such a particular case C D fug, and they are proved analog-
ously. In particular, note that the construction of the C-local k-adjacency polynomials
immediately follows from our study, in Section 3, of the maximal polynomials with
.M; / D spC. To simplify the notation, from now on we also delete the superscript
of QCk .
Proposition 4.1. (a) There exists a unique C-local k-adjacency polynomialQk;with
dgrQk D k; for any k D 0; 1; : : : ; dI
(b) [Proposition 3.4] Qk D 1pqk.0/ qk; where qk D
Pk
lD0 pl; 0 6 k 6 d; and
fpkg is the proper orthogonal system with respect to the scalar product (23)I
(c) [Eq. (21)] Q0 D 1; Qd D kkkCk0
Qd
lD1.x − l/; where 0 D 0.0/ DQd
lD1.0 − l/I
(d) 1 D Q0.0/ < Q1.0/ <    < Qd.0/ D kkkCk .
Now we prove a striking result about the adjacency polynomials, which is in the
basis of the relation between the adjacency polynomials and the concept of pseudo-
distance-regularity around a set, studied in the next section.
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Theorem 4.2. Let C be a vertex subset of a graph C; with local spectrum
spC D fm.0/;0 m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d/d g. LetQk; 0 6 k 6 d; be the C-local k-adjacency
polynomial. Then;
Qk.0/ 6
kNkk
kCk (26)
and equality is attained if and only if
Nk D kNkkkCk QkC: (27)
Proof. The result clearly holds for k D 0; d , since Q0 D 1 and Qd D
.kCk=kk/HC , whereHC is the Hoffman-like polynomial defined in (6). Now sup-
pose that 1 6 k 6 d − 1, and consider the spectral decompositions of the
vectors C and .V n Nk/:
C D hC; ikk2  C z D
kCk2
kk2  C zI .V n Nk/ D
k.V n Nk/k2
kk2  C z
0;
with z; z0 2 ?, yielding
kQkzk2 D kQkCk2 − kCk
4
kk2 Q
2
k.0/ D kCk2

1− kCk
2
kk2 Q
2
k.0/

I
kz0k2 D k.V n Nk/k2

1− k.V nNk/k
2
kk2

D k.V n Nk/k
2kNkk2
kk2 :
Then, using these expressions we get
0DhQkC;.V n Nk/i D Qk.0/kCk
2k.V nNk/k2
kk2 C hQkz; z
0i
>Qk.0/
kCk2k.V nNk/k2
kk2 − kQkzk kz
0k
>Qk.0/
kCk2k.V nNk/k2
kk2
−kCkk.V n Nk/kkNkkkk2
q
kk2 − kCk2Q2k.0/
and, solving for Qk.0/ and using again that k.V n Nk/k2 C kNkk2 D kk2, the
first part of the result follows.
To prove the second part, note that the equality Qk.0/ D kNkk=kCk holds if
and only if all the inequalities above become equalities. Thus, cos.Qkz; z0/ D −1,
which yields
z0 D − kz
0k
kQkzkQkz D −
k.V nNk/kkNkk
kCk
q
kk2 − kCk2Q2k.0/
Qkz
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D−kNkkkCk

QkC − kCk
2
kk2 Qk.0/

D−kNkkkCk QkC C
kNkk2
kk2 
and
.V n Nk/D k.V n Nk/k
2
kk2  C z
0
D k.V n Nk/k
2 C kNkk2
kk2  −
kNkk
kCk QkC
D − kNkkkCk QkC:
Consequently,
Nk D  − .V n Nk/ D kNkkkCk QkC
as claimed. 
As a first consequence of the above result we derive the following refinement of
Lemma 2.1, which is stated using the language of coding theory.
Corollary 4.3. For a given graph C D .V ;E/ with positive eigenvector ; let C 
V be a code with covering radius "; and local spectrum spC as above. Let Qk;
0 6 k 6 d; be the C-local k-adjacency polynomial. Then;
Qk.0/ >
1
kCk
q
kk2 − 1 H) " 6 k: (28)
Proof. From the hypothesis and (26) we get kNkk2 > kk2 − 1, and the result
follows since u > 1 for every u 2 V implies Nk D . 
From (26) and the uniqueness of the adjacency polynomials we obtain the follow-
ing result.
Corollary 4.4. If a polynomial p 2 RkTxU has norm kpkC 6 1 and p.0/ >
kNkk=kCk; then p is the C-local k-adjacency polynomial.
It will be useful to consider the version of Proposition 4.1(c,d), and Theorem 4.2,
concerning the adjacency polynomials, in terms of the polynomials fqkg.
Corollary 4.5. The polynomials qk; 0 6 k 6 d; satisfy the following:
(a) q0 D 1; qd D kk2kCk20
Qd
lD1.x − l/ D HCI
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(b) 1 D q0.0/ < q1.0/ <    < qd.0/ D kk2kCk2 I
(c) qk.0/ 6 kNkk
2
kCk2 I
(d) qk.0/ D kNkk
2
kCk2 () qkC D Nk .
Consequently,
q0eC D 1kCkN0 D eC; qdeC D
1
kCkNd D
1
kCk: (29)
The following result shows that, if C is extremal, the unique candidate to be the
distance-d polynomial of C is the highest degree proper polynomialpd .
Proposition 4.6. Let C be an extremal set of vertices; with antipodal set C. Let
fpkg06k6d be the proper orthogonal system associated to C. If there exists a poly-
nomial r 2 Rd TxU such that rC D C (that is; the distance-d polynomial); then
r D pd .
Proof. Let s be an arbitrary polynomial of Rd−1TxU. Then, hr; siC D hreC; seCi D
hrC; seCi=kCk D hC; seCi=kCk D 0, since the vectors C and seC have no
non-null common component. Thus, the succession of polynomials p0; p1; : : : ;
pd−1; r , with respective degrees 0; 1; : : : ; d − 1; d , constitutes an orthogonal sys-
tem for the scalar product h; iC . Let us now compute r.0/. From the spectral
decompositions of C and C, we have
rCDr
kCk2
kk2  C z

D kCk
2
kk2 r.0/ C rzI
CD kCk
2
kk2  C z
0:
Hence, equating both coefficients of , we get r.0/ D kCk2=kCk2. Then,
since also
krk2C D hreC; reCi D
1
kCk2 hC;Ci D
kCk2
kCk2 ;
we have that krk2C D r.0/ and, by Corollary 3.2, r D pd . 
In the preceding study we have seen how to construct the families of polynomials
fpkg, fqkg, and fQkg from the C-local spectrum (local eigenvalues and multiplicities).
Conversely, if we apply Proposition 3.3 (with j D m.j /, 1 6 j 6 d , 0 D m.0/
given by Eq. (4), and j D .−1/jj ), we obtain the following result showing that
the local multiplicities can be “reconstructed” from the local eigenvalues and the
highest degree proper polynomial pd .
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Proposition 4.7. The values of pd at evC and the elements of the C-local spectrum
are related by the following expressions.
(a) Each C-local multiplicity is given by
m.j / D .−1/j 0pd.0/
jpd.j /
kCk2
kk2 .0 6 j 6 d/; (30)
(b) The values of pd at the local eigenvalues are
pd.0/ D 1=m
2.0/20Pd
lD0.1=m.l/2l /
;
pd.j /
pd.0/
D .−1/j m.0/0
m.j /j
.1 6 j 6 d/: (31)
Note the similarity between (30) and the formula for the multiplicities of the
eigenvalues of a distance-regular graph, given in [2].
5. Tight sets
Theorem 4.2 suggests to address our attention to the case in which, for some
integer 0 6 k 6 d , the vertex set C satisfies
Qk.0/ D kNkkkCk (32)
which, according to such a theorem and Corollary 4.5, is equivalent to any of the
following conditions:
kNkk
kCk QkC D Nk; qk.0/ D
kNkk2
kCk2 ; qkC D Nk: (33)
In this case we will say that C is k-tight. Note that the cases k D 0 and k D d are
trivial, in the sense that, for these extreme values, any vertex set is 0-tight and d-
tight, respectively. Indeed, from (29) we have q0C D C D N0, and also qdC D
V D Nd . Moreover, when C is extremal, the following alternative characteriza-
tions of being .d − 1/-tight apply.
Proposition 5.1. Let C be an extremal set with j evCj D d C 1; and let C denote
the antipodal set of C. Then the following statements are equivalentV
(a) C is .d − 1/-tightI
(b) There exists r 2 Rd TxU such that rC D C (that is, the d-distance poly-
nomial/I
(c) The proper polynomial pd satisfies pd.0/ D kCk
2
kCk2 .
If this is the case, both polynomials coincide, r D pd .
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Proof. Assume that (a) holds. Then qd−1C D Nd−1, and hencepdC D qdC −
qd−1C D Nd − Nd−1 D C, which proves (b). Furthermore, if (b) is true, Pro-
position 4.6 gives r D pd . Then,
pd.0/ D kpdk2C D hpdeC; pdeCi D
1
kCk2 hpdC;pdCi D
kCk2
kCk2 :
Finally, assume that (c) holds. Then, using Corollary 4.5,
qd−1.0/ D qd.0/− pd.0/ D 1kCk2 .kV k
2 − kCk2/ D kNd−1k
2
kCk2
and C is .d − 1/-tight by (33). 
From now on we restrict ourselves to the study of the vertex sets which are
.d − 1/-tight, called simply tight. As we will see, this extreme condition leads to
a high level of structure of the graph “around” such sets. Notice that a tight set
is necessarily extremal since, by Proposition 4.1, kNd−1k=kCk D Qd−1.0/ <
Qd.0/ D kk=kCk implies Nd−1 =D V and hence " D d .
From our previous results it is clear that, for an extremal set C, the knowledge of
its local spectrum and of the “weight ratio” kCk=kCk, allow us to decide whether
or not C is tight. In this sense, Proposition 5.1(c) and the value of pd.0/ given in
Proposition 4.7(b) lead to the following characterization.
Proposition 5.2. Let C be an extremal set with spC D fm.0/0 ; m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d /d g
and eccentricity ".D d/. Let C denote the antipodal set of C. Then C is tight if and
only if the following equality holds.
kCk2
kCk2 D
1=m.0/220Pd
lD0.1=m.l/2l /
: (34)
Since the spectrum of a tight set C determines, through the construction of the
proper orthogonal system fpkg, the antipodal setC by pdC D C, we must be able,
in particular, to compute spC from spC. The relation between both local spectra is
shown in the next result.
Proposition 5.3. Let C be a tight set with spC D fm.0/0 ; m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d/d g and
proper polynomialpd . Then; spC has the same eigenvalues as spC; and the corres-
ponding local multiplicities are related by
m.l/ D p
2
d .l/
pd.0/
m.l/ .0 6 l 6 d/: (35)
Proof. Note first that Proposition 5.1(b) can be formulated as pdeC D kCkkCkeC .
Thus, projecting ontoE.l/, we getpd.l/EleC D kCkkCkEleC . Taking square norms,
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m.l/ D kCk
2
kCk2p
2
d .l/m.l/ .0 6 l 6 d/: (36)
Consequently, the spectra spC and spC are constituted by the same eigenvalues
since, as it was seen, pd.l/ =D 0, 0 6 l 6 d . Then, (36) together with Proposition
5.1(c) gives the result. 
Comparing (35) with the weight function  in (17), we get the following result,
showing that the polynomials fpkg, associated to C through spC, are just the con-
jugate polynomials of the fpkg, as suggested by the notation; and that tight sets come
in pairs.
Proposition 5.4. Let C be a tight set of vertices with proper orthogonal system
fpkg06k6d; and let fpkg06k6d be the proper orthogonal system associated to its
antipodal set C. Then;
(a) p−1d D pd I
(b) pk D pdpd−k .0 6 k 6 d/I
(c) C is also tight.
Proof. As commented, (a) and (b) follow from the relation between spC and spC,
the definition of the conjugate polynomials, and the uniqueness of the proper ortho-
gonal systems.
In the way of proving (c), we have that pdC D pdpdC D C, by (a). Then,
taking into account Proposition 5.1(b), it only remains to show that C is the antipodal
set of C. Clearly, C  C. To prove equality, consider the polynomials fqkg06k6d
associated to C as in Proposition 4.1(b). Then, applying qd D pd C qd−1 to C, we
get V D C C qd−1C which, compared with V D C C Nd−1, yields C D
C and qd−1C D Nd−1. 
Multiplying the result of Proposition 5.4(b), written as pd−k D pdpk , 0 6 k 6 d ,
by pd , and using Proposition 5.4(a), (or, simply, interchanging the roles of C and C)
we get
pk D pdpd−k .0 6 k 6 d/: (37)
Note that, if we compute the right-hand expression of (34) using the spectrum of
C given in Proposition 5.3 we get
1=m.0/220Pd
lD0 1m.l/2l
D 1=p
2
d.0/m.0/
220Pd
lD0
pd.0/
p2d .l/m.l/
2
l
D 1Pd
lD0 pd.0/m.l/
D 1
pd.0/
D kCk
2
kCk2
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(where we have used that p2d .l/m.l/2l D p2d.0/m.0/20 for any 0 6 l 6 d), as
expected.
As a direct consequence of the above results, note that, if the family T of tight
vertex sets of a graph C is not empty, then the application which maps every set to
its antipodal fixesT and is involutive.
Now we are ready to give a result which is of central importance to our character-
ization of tight sets and completely-regular codes studied in the next section. Namely,
we will see that the tight character of a set C – or, equivalently, the existence of the
distance polynomial pCd – leads to the existence of all the distance polynomials with
respect to both sets C and C, and that they are just the members of their associated
proper orthogonal systems. What is more, for every 0 6 k 6 d , the action of the
polynomial pk on C coincides with the action of pd−k on C, so revealing the
symmetry between the roles of C and C. (See Fig. 1.)
Proposition 5.5. Let C be a tight set; with antipodal set C; and let fpkg06k6d ;
fpkg06k6d be the corresponding proper orthogonal systems. Then;
pkC D Ck D Cd−k D pd−kC .0 6 k 6 d/:
Proof. Applying pk D pd−kpd to the set C, we get pkC D pd−kC. In terms of
the involved vertices,
pkC D
X
u2Nk
ueu D pd−kC (38)
If o.u;C/ 6 k − 1, then o.u;C/ > d − k C 1 and hence u D 0. Thus, pkC DP
u2Ck ueu for any k D 0; 1; : : : ; d . Then,X
v2V
vev D  D V D qdC D
dX
kD0
X
u2Ck
ueu
which implies v D v , for any v 2 V . Consequently, pkC DPu2Ck ueu D Ck .
Fig. 1. Antipodal tight sets and their distance partition.
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The same result for the antipodal set of C, C, which is also tight and extremal, gives
pd−kC D Cd−k for any 0 6 k 6 d . Then using Eq. (38) we complete the proof.

When C is tight, Proposition 5.1(c) illustrates the role ofpd.0/ as the weight ratio
(or, if the graph is regular, the order ratio) between C D Cd and C. This generalizes
to the other polynomials pk with k =D d .
Corollary 5.6. Let C be a tight set. Then;
kCkk2
kCk2 D pk.0/ .0 6 k 6 d/:
Proof. This is proved by a simple computation
kCkk2DhCk;Cki D hpkC;pkCi D kCk2hpkeC; pkeCi
DkCk2hpk; pkiC D kCk2kpkk2C D pk.0/kCk2: 
Notice also that, by Proposition 5.5, we infer that for a tight set C, the polynomials
fqkg act on C in the form
qkC D
kX
hD0
phC D
kX
hD0
Ch D Nk .0 6 k 6 d/:
Consequently, from (33) we conclude that if a vertex set C is tight then it is also
k-tight for every k D 0; 1; : : : ; d .
6. Pseudo-distance-regularity around a set
In this section we introduce and characterize some combinatorial structures which
come out in our study. We begin by introducing a generalization of the so-called
equitable or regular partitions.
6.1. Pseudo-equitable partitions
For a given graph C D .V ;E/, let us consider a given partitionP of its vertex set
V D V0 [ V1 [    [ Vm. For every vertex u 2 Vk , consider the numbers
bhk.u/ VD
X
v2C.u/\Vh
v
u
.0 6 h; k 6 m/:
Then, we say that P is a pseudo-equitable partition, whenever bhk.u/ depends only
on the values of k and h, (but not on the chosen vertex u). In such a case, we de-
note these intersection numbers by bhk, and we can consider the so-called collapsed
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or quotient .mC 1/ .mC 1/ matrix B D .bhk/, denoted by A.C=P/ (that is, the
adjacency matrix of the quotient arc-weighted digraph).
As the chosen name suggests, and we will see below, the above concept is a gener-
alization of the so-called equitable partitions, a name due to Schwenk [36]. Equitable
partitions (called regular in Brouwer et al. [4]) were studied in some detail in McKay
[30] and Godsil [24]. Roughly speaking, the definition of equitable partition is the
same as that of pseudo-equitable partition, but now all the vertices have constant
weight 1. More precisely, a partition V D V0 [ V1 [    [ Vm, of the vertex set of a
graph C D .V ;E/, is equitable if the numbers bhk.u/ VD jC.u/ \ Vhj, where u 2 Vk
and 0 6 h; k 6 m, only depend on the values of k and h. Most of the results about
equitable partitions can be generalized for pseudo-equitable partitions. For instance,
it can be proved that the characteristic polynomial of the quotient matrix B divides
the characteristic polynomial of A (see [23]).
For an equitable partition, it is known (see [24]) that all the entries of the positive
eigenvector  corresponding to the vertices in each set of the partition Vk , 0 6 k 6
m, have a common value, say k.D k =jVkj, where  is the positive eigenvector of
the collapsed matrix B D .bhk/, normalized in such a way that minfk =jVkj V 0 6
k 6 mg D 1).
Lemma 6.1. Let P be an equitable partition of a graph C; with intersection num-
bers bhk; 0 6 h; k 6 m. Let C have positive eigenvector  with entries denoted
as above. Then P is also a pseudo-equitable partition of C with new intersection
numbers
bhk D 
h
k
bhk .0 6 h; k 6 m/: (39)
Proof. Let u 2 Vk. Then,
bhk.u/ D 1
u
X
v2C.u/\Vh
v D 1
k
bhkh; 0 6 h; k 6 m: 
Conversely, when the eigenvector  of a pseudo-equitable partition P bears the
above mentioned regularity, then P is also an equitable partition, and the relation
between the corresponding intersection numbers is still given by (39). To show,
however, that this is not always the case, let us consider the following example of
pseudo-equitable partition which is not equitable. Take the binary tree T of depth two,
with vertices  (father), 0, 1 (sons), and 00, 01, 10, 11 (grandsons), radius
r D " D 2, maximum eigenvalue 0 D 2, and positive eigenvector  with entries
 D 0 D 1 D 1, 00 D 01 D 10 D 11 D 1=2. Then, by using known res-
ults about the spectrum and eigenvectors of the cartesian product of graphs (see
Cvetkovic´ [8]), it is shown that the graph C D T      T (t factors) has radius r 0 D
".;:::;/ D 2t , maximum eigenvalue 00 D 2t , and eigenvector 0 with u1u2    ut
as the component associated to the vertex .u1; u2; : : : ; ut /, ui 2 V .T /. By using
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these data, an easy computation shows that the distance partition induced in C by
the central vertex .; ; : : : ; / is indeed pseudo-equitable (but not equitable), and
its non-null intersection numbers are bk−1;k D br 0−kC1;r 0−k D k, 1 6 k 6 r 0. In fact,
this is an example of “pseudo-distance-regularity around a vertex,” see [21], which,
in turn, is a special case of pseudo-distance-regularity around a vertex set. In what
follows, we concentrate on this last concept.
6.2. Locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs
Let C  V be a vertex set with eccentricity ". Then, we say that C is pseudo-
distance-regular around C if the distance partitionV D C0 [ C1 [    [ C" is pseudo-
equitable. Note that, in this case, we only need to consider the numbers
ck VD 1
u
X
v2C.u/\Ck−1
v; ak VD 1
u
X
v2C.u/\Ck
v; bk VD 1
u
X
v2C.u/\CkC1
v;
where u 2 Ck , 0 6 k 6 ", and, by convention, c0 D b" VD 0. These numbers corres-
pond to the above bk−1k, bkk, and bkC1k, respectively (the other intersection numbers
being zero), and they are referred to as the (C-)local intersection numbers of C.
Notice that, from (1), they clearly satisfy ck C ak C bk D 0, 0 6 k 6 ". The matrix
MC VD
0@ 0 c1    c"−1 c"a0 a1    a"−1 a"
b0 b1    b"−1 0
1A (40)
is called the intersection matrix around C.
The concept of “pseudo-distance-regularity around a set” is a generalization of
what is known, in the language of coding theory, as “completely regular codes” (first
defined by Delsarte [14] in the setting of association schemes). This is a consequence
of Lemma 6.1, since, in the sense of Neumaier [32], a completely regular code C
in a graph C is just a vertex subset which induces an equitable distance partition
(when G is distance-regular this definition is equivalent to Delsarte’s original one).
Thus, using an alternative terminology, we are here interested in “pseudo-completely
regular codes”.
The next result gives a characterization of pseudo-distance-regularity around a set
in terms of the existence of its distance polynomials.
Theorem 6.2. A graph C D .V ;E/ is pseudo-distance-regular around a setC  V;
with eccentricity "; if and only if there exist a sequence of polynomials p0; p1; : : : ;
p"; with dgrpk D k; such that Ck D pkC for any 0 6 k 6 ".
Proof. Suppose first that C is pseudo-distance-regular around C. Then, we will show
first that the distance vectors C0;C1; : : : ;C" satisfy the following recurrence
relations:
ACk D bk−1Ck−1 C akCk C ckC1CkC1 .0 6 k 6 "/ (41)
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(with C−1 D C"C1 D ;). With this aim, let u 2 CkC1. Then,
.ACk/uDhACk; eui D hCk;Aeui
D
X
v2C.u/\Ck
v D uckC1 D ckC1.CkC1/u:
Similarly, if u 2 Ck we get .ACk/u D ak.Ck/u, and if u 2 Ck−1, then .ACk/u D
bk−1.Ck−1/u. Since, clearly, C0 D p0C with p0 D 1, the recurrence relations
imply the existence (and uniqueness) of the C-local distance polynomials pk (of
degree k), k D 0; 1; : : : ; ", as claimed.
Conversely, assume that such a sequence of polynomials fpkg exist. Then, by
Lemma 2.3, C is extremal, " D d . Let 0 > 1 >    > d be its local eigenvalues.
As these polynomials satisfy a three-term recurrence like (9), the theory of ortho-
gonal polynomials assures their orthogonality on a given mesh of d C 1 points. As
expected, these points turn out to be the corresponding local eigenvalues, whereas
their (local) multiplicities stand for the weights of the scalar product. Indeed, from
hCk;Chi D hpkC;phCi D 0, k =D h, we get hpk; phiC D hpkeC; pheCi D 0,
whereas for k D h we have kpkk2C D kCkk2=kCk2 (compare with Corollary 5.6).
Let u 2 Ck for some 1 6 k 6 d . Then, the polynomial xpk−1 can be written in terms
of the orthogonal system p0; p1; : : : ; pk , so giving
.xpk−1C/u D
kX
hD0
γh.phC/u D
kX
hD0
γh.Ch/u D γku;
where γh VD hxpk−1; phiC=kphk2C is the corresponding Fourier coefficient. But, reas-
oning as before,
.xpk−1C/u D .A.pk−1C//u D
X
v2C.u/\Ck−1
v:
Consequently, γk , a constant independent of the chosen vertex u, is
γk D 1
u
X
v2C.u/\Ck−1
v D ck:
The independence of ak and bk , with respect to u, is proved similarly by considering
the polynomials xpk and xpkC1, respectively. 
When the set consists of a single vertex, C D fug, the above result was already
given in [21]. In this case, using the language and notation of the subconstituent or
Terwilliger algebra T D T .u/ generated by A;E0;E1; : : : ;E" (with Ek , 0 6 k 6 ",
denoting the n n diagonal matrix with .Ek/vv D 1 if o.u; v/ D k, and .Ek/vv D 0
otherwise), Theorem 6.2 characterizes the situation in which the trivial T .u/-module
is thin. That is, when the unique irreducible T .u/-module containing u, namely
W VD T , satisfies dim EkW 6 1 for any 0 6 k 6 ". In other words, the graph C is
pseudo-distance-regular around vertex u if and only if the space spanned by E0,
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E1, . . . , E" is invariant under A. See [37–40] for more details. For a general vertex
subset C we can give a similar characterization by simply changing u by C in the
above.
In the case where C is a completely regular code, the existence of a sequence of
orthogonal polynomials giving the distance vectors (the necessary condition of the
above theorem) was also noted by Martin [29].
As a consequence of Theorem 6.2 and the results of the previous section, we
obtain the following characterization of pseudo-distance-regularity around a set (or
of pseudo-completely regular codes).
Theorem 6.3. Let C be a subset of vertices of a given graph C. Then C is pseudo-
distance-regular around C if and only if C is tight. Moreover; its intersection matrix
coincides with the recurrence matrix of the proper polynomials fpkg06k6d associated
to spC; that is MC D M.spC/.
Proof. Let C have eccentricity ", and j evCj D d C 1. If C is tight, then " D d and,
by Proposition 5.5, the proper polynomials fpkg coincide with the distance polyno-
mials, and Theorem 6.2 applies. Conversely, if C is pseudo-distance-regular around
C, there exist its distance polynomials, say frkg06k6", and hence C is extremal,
" D d , by Lemma 2.3. Moreover, rdC D Cd D C, so that C is tight (Proposi-
tion 5.1). Therefore, from Proposition 5.5, frkg is the proper orthogonal system. The
coincidence between the two intersection matrices is clear from the proof of Theorem
6.2. 
From this theorem and Proposition 5.2, we can also give the following character-
ization of pseudo-distance-regularity around a set C, in terms of its local spectrum
spC.
Theorem 6.4. A graph C D .V ;E/ is pseudo-distance-regular around a setC  V;
with local spectrum spC D fm.0/0 ; m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d/d g; if and only if
kCdk2
kCk2 D
1=m.0/220Pd
lD0.1=m.l/2l /
: (42)
Proof. If (42) holds, then it must be kCdk=kCk > 0, Cd =D ;, and hence C is
extremal by Lemma 2.1, Cd D C . Thus, by Proposition 5.2, C is also tight and
Theorem 6.3 applies. Using the same results, the converse is clear. 
Using Lemma 6.1, and the comments which precede and follow it, the above
theorem leads to the following characterization of completely regular codes.
Theorem 6.5. Let C D .V ;E/ be a graph with positive eigenvector . A vertex
subset C  V; with local spectrum spC D fm.0/0 ; m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d/d g; is a com-
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pletely regular code if and only if the entries of  are constant; say 0; 1; : : : ; d ;
on each set of the partition V D C0 [ C1 [    [ Cd; and
nd
n0
D .0=m.0/0d/
2Pd
lD0.1=m.l/2l /
(43)
where n0 VD jC0j D jCj and nd VD jCd j.
Proof. Use the above-mentioned results and kCdk
2
kC0k2 D
nd
2
d
n020
. 
Let us consider a graph C, which is pseudo-distance-regular around a set C  V ,
with eccentricity " D d . Since the distance partitions induced by C and its antipodal
set C D Cd are clearly the same, it is trivial that C is also pseudo-distance-regular
around C and the respective intersection numbers are related by
bk D cd−k; ak D ad−k; ck D bd−k .0 6 k 6 d/;
which gives M.spC/ by applying a central symmetry to M.spC/, just as M.M; /
derived from M.M; /. This proves again, through Theorem 6.3, thatC  V is tight
if and only if C is. Moreover, looking at the recurrences satisfied by the proper ortho-
gonal systems fpkg and fpkg, we have the following expressions for the intersection
numbers associated to C:
ck D k−1
k
; bk D cd−k D d−k−1
d−k
; ak D 0 − bk − ck .0 6 k 6 d/; (44)
where k and k , 0 6 k 6 d , stand for the leading coefficients of pk and pk, respect-
ively.
In the case where C is regular ( D j) and the set C consists of a single vertex
u (n0 D 1) we simply speak about distance-regularity around u. Then C is called
distance-regular if it is distance-regular around each of its vertices and with the
same intersection matrix, see [3,4,24]. In such a case, it is known that the u-local
multiplicity of any eigenvalue i 2 ev C is just mu.i/ D mi=n, 0 6 i 6 d (recall
that mi is the standard multiplicity of i and n D jV j), see [25]. Substituting these
values into (43) we get that, in such a graph, the number of vertices at distance d
from each vertex must be
nd D n
20
Pd
iD0.1=mi2i /
: (45)
In fact, in [18] the authors managed to prove that this condition is also sufficient for a
regular graph with spectrum sp C D f0; m11 ; : : : ; mdd g to be distance-regular. (The
case d D 3 had been already proved by Haemers and Van Dam [26,11].)
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